
Feldman’s Model of Art Criticism 
 
 
From the work of Edmund Burke Feldman, available in many of his books from 
the late 1060’s and early 70’s 
 
 
Description- 
Make a list of the visual qualities of the work that are obvious and immediately 
perceived. Ask students “What do you see in the artwork”? and “What else”? 
Includes content and subject matter in representational works, includes abstract 
elements in nonrepresentational pieces. 
 
Analysis- 
Focus on the formal aspects of elements of art, principles of design, and other 
formal considerations: exaggeration, composition etc. 
“How does the artist create a center of interest?” How does the use of color 
impact the painting?” 
 
Interpretation- 
Propose ideas for possible meaning based on evidence. Viewers project their 
emotions/feelings/intentions onto the work. “What do you think it means”? 
“What was the artist trying to communicate”? “What clues do you see that 
support your ideas”? 
 
Judgment- 
Discuss the overall strengths/success/merit of the work. This step is usually used 
with mature audiences. 



VOCABULARY

ELEMENTS OF ART: The visual components of color, form, line,
shape, space, texture, and value.

Line An element of art defined by a point moving in space. Line
may be two-or three-dimensional, descriptive, implied, or
abstract.

Shape An element of art that is two-dimensional, flat, or limited to
height and width.

Form An element of art that is three-dimensional and encloses
volume; includes height, width AND depth (as in a cube, a
sphere, a pyramid, or a cylinder). Form may also be free
flowing.

Value The lightness or darkness of tones or colors. White is the
lightest value; black is the darkest. The value halfway
between these extremes is called middle gray.

Space An element of art by which positive and negative areas are
defined or a sense of depth achieved in a work of art .

Color An element of art made up of three properties: hue, value,
and intensity.

• Hue: name of color
• Value: hue’s lightness and darkness (a color’s value

changes when white or black is added)
• Intensity: quality of brightness and purity (high

intensity= color is strong and bright; low intensity=
color is faint and dull)

Texture An element of art that refers to the way things feel, or look
as if they might feel if touched.


